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Pro-PP v5.24p Back when IHS came out with the OptiCut toolkit, it was initially for the
home user (at least the kind of user I was then – a home user) and was contained in the
$995 OptiCut 2 bundle. I cannot speak for the public version of the software, but the
home version would require you to connect to an internet based server in order to
establish some kind of remote service. If we assume that IHS has kept the pricing the
same in-line with the last three OptiCuts (as per previous posts), I would expect that to
be around $799. The catalogue IHS publish for the OptiCut v2021 bundle is currently
$799. Just for the sake of argument, I would estimate that there is a $50 to $100 profit
to be made by selling OptiCut v2021 as a standalone product (as opposed to a bundle) as
it allows IHS to charge $799 for it directly. IHS fully justify this as being an “accessory
product”, as per the “10%” rule. This falls in line with the OptiCut argument because an
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individually is that it’s only $50 to $100 profit, whereas for OptiCut v2021 as a
standalone, there is a bigger margin. This also makes sense as it’s unclear what IHS can
do to incentivise the purchase of OptiCut v2021, but they did manage to convince me to
purchase OptiCut v2021 in the first place, so there’s that. Also, the full price of Opt
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